January-February 2021
GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting at Stirling House is on Wednesday 17 February at 6pm
when Elizabeth Eaton will present a paper on ‘Mr B The Optician’.
Refreshments available from 5.30pm; Bookshop open until 6pm.
‘Mr B The Optician’ was a family-run business for four generations of
Buckeridge males from 1911 to 1989 when it was sold as a going
concern. Walter Buckeridge arrived in Western Australia in 1911 as a
qualified member of the Spectacle Makers’ Association, the British
Optical Society and the Institute of Ophthalmic Opticians. He was also a
Freeman of the City of London. The registration of opticians was
Walter’s main focus on becoming an inaugural member of the WA
Optometry Association in 1916, and also his and his son Richard’s focus
in their membership of the WA Association until registration was finally
achieved in 1940. The WA Optometry Association, later to become a
branch of the Australian Optometry Association, was concerned about
registration of practitioners and advertising among a range of other
matters, such as the provision of services to the armed
Mr B's refractor
forces during the war years.
The talk will be based on Elizabeth’s family history research and will explore the development
of the profession of optometry in this same period. Her cousin John Buckeridge, fourth
generation Mr B, will attend.
Elizabeth Eaton (B.Psych, UWA) worked in mining, and at the CSIRO and UWA many years
ago before she following her long-standing interest in natural resource management, much of it
through the support of local government. Her interest in family history began with her
grandmother’s story, and grew.

Celebrate our Past and look to the Future of the Society
We are planning various functions during this year to reach out to our membership. Your support of the Society is
appreciated and these functions are a ‘thank you’ as well as an opportunity to engage with you about the future of
the Society and its headquarters.
An event for all members will be morning tea at Nedlands Yacht Club on Wednesday 24 March at 10.30am. It
will be a memorable occasion to meet for a chat over a cuppa, enjoy the waterfront views and be thankful for living
in this beautiful State.
Members are urged to attend to hear about the advances we have made in planning for the future with a new building
for the Society. Active fundraising was not possible during our restricted COVID-19 year of 2020 but, with WA’s
good fortune at present, we can now meet to launch a Members’ Fundraising Campaign. This will be an opportunity
to thank our current donors and those who have made pledges towards a ‘History West Community Centre’ – a new
home for the Society with a new vision to benefit our collections, membership and the community. Member Richard
Offen will talk about ‘Why history matters to me’. I know history matters to you too, so do join us.
Please note RSVP essential to the invitation flyer enclosed.
Sally Anne Hasluck, Chair, HWCC Planning Committee

Notice of motion for General Meeting
on 17 March 2021

Tuesday Treasures
Out of the Memory Box

That a new class of student membership be established with all
the rights and privileges of an ordinary member except that
they receive digital copies of Early Days and History West.
Cost of student membership to be $35 per annum.

Linking us to our memories
Come for a look, see, chat and coffee
Tuesday 2 March, 10.30am start
Register your interest with Lesley 9386 3841
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2020 in retrospect: Covid-19 reflections
I remember thinking that Stirling House and Broadway Avenue had a real ‘ghost town’ look during the
‘lockdown’; empty parking lots, closed signs in windows and no pedestrian traffic gave the area an abandoned feel.
So I was completely surprised by how busy life alone in the office turned out to be for me during that time. Email
requests seem to sky-rocket!!! These included on-line enquiries, research requests, purchase orders for
photographs, books and archival products and even several membership subscriptions.
The huge collaborative effort to produce History West continued and the glowing feedback from members was very
nice to read and share. Mystery Photos, the second-hand Book Bundles and second-hand Sets and Series were some
of the newsletter favourites during isolation.
Councillors and committee convenors were busy as ever and correspondence regarding rescheduling talks and events,
planning, grant applications and new rules for keeping our volunteers, members and staff safe had to be actioned.
The telephone rang steadily too – people were missing the ‘sense of community’ that our talks and events program
provide and were keen to know when they could return. Time seemed to fly, but I did miss the happy buzz of
Stirling House full of people and chitchatting with volunteers and members. It is nice to be part of an organisation
that has the ability to adapt to change.
Lesley Burnett, Community Officer

Mystery Photos
Many thanks for two further responses to solve our
November photo mysteries.
Barbara Harris has identified P2020.56 as
‘Kendenup’, 1174 Hay Street, West
Perth, and part of the Country Women’s
Association Club. ‘Kendenup’ was built
in 1902 as the townhouse of the Hassell
family and designed for gracious living
and entertainment on a grand scale. It was
purchased by the CWA Club in 1948.
Geoff Moor has
identified P2020.57 as
the Ballarat Engine in
Victoria Square,
Busselton, taken in the
1950s. There is more
information on its recent
restoration on the City of Busselton website.

Written on the back — 'The five Hartley Girls. Hello
Crepe with Black Cats. Olga, Ida, Mona, Dora, Iona'

And here are three new mystery photos for you to puzzle
over. Any further information would be much appreciated.

Ferry Valdana;
photograph
donated by
Robert
Armstrong.

Written on the back —'Excuse Olga she
does not always look like this M.H.'
***********************

Sharing memories and a photo
Many thanks to member Mary Walsh who responded to Dorothy Erickson’s article on the
Murchison Cup in November’s History West. She generously shared this photograph from
her private collection. It is of Frank Wittenoom as an older man, when he visited Mileura
Station in 1936. Mary lived on Mileura for 39 years and writes — ‘Mileura Station was
originally part of Nookawarra Station. Frank Wittenoom sold the eastern end of
Nookawarra (which became Mileura) to Henry and Frederick Walsh in 1885. He remained
on friendly terms with Frederick Walsh’s eldest son – my husband’s father – which is how I
come to have this photo. My story of Mileura and the Walsh family’s time there is in the
library’. Mary’s book is titled – Mileura 1885-2010.
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Visits to the Society

Christmas Party &
launch of Early Days 2019

On 23 November Society members were delighted to
welcome our Patron, the Governor, the Hon. Kim
Beazley AC, while earlier, on 19 October, we enjoyed
the visit of a Vice Patron and then Leader of State
Opposition, the Hon. Liza Harvey MLA, and local
Nedlands MLA, the Hon. Bill Marmion. Both visits
introduced these leading officeholders to the Society’s
current Councillors, premises and collections. We
appreciated their interest and engagement as we
showed them over Stirling House and discussed our
plans for the future.

Our thanks to Marie Louise and David Wordsworth for
again generously providing their garden as the venue for
our party. There was much talking, eating, drinking and
socialising, together with the President’s official
launching of Early Days, 103, 2019. Many thanks to
editor Ian Berryman and formatter Jennie Carter for
bringing this issue to fruition. The knowledge and skills
of numerous authors have provided readers with a wide
range of interesting historical reading – from the Gomboc
Gallery and Sculpture Park to aviation in the Kimberley,
bubonic plague to colonial music, commemorations to
cyclones, initial contact between Indigenous people in the
Gibson Desert and new arrivals to crime, pharmacy and
rural medicine. There’s something for everyone. We do
hope you enjoy reading the issue.

History in the City
The Auxiliary’s activities were restricted in 2020
because Citiplace was closed for many months
in response to Covid-19.
However there is now good news.
Citiplace is re-opening and the Auxiliary has
a booking for Wednesday 3 March at 2pm.
Joanna Sassoon will speak on
E L Mitchell and WA photography.
Conference Room, Perth Railway Station Concourse.

Call for books for the
2021 Giant Second Hand Book Sale!
Sat-Sun 17/18 April

New members welcomed

The morning of 26 November saw an interested gathering of
more than 20 new members of the Society visit for a tour of
Stirling House led by the President, Councillors, volunteers,
new members’ liaison, Christine Foulkes Taylor, and
Community Officer, Lesley Burnett. The tour introduced the
museum, library, bookshop and archival products as well as
providing a sociable morning tea. We thank everyone who
attended and look forward to getting to know one another at
some of the numerous events we have planned for 2021.

Donate any books you no
longer want to a good cause!
Bring them to Stirling House
or call 9386 3841 to arrange
a pick up.
All books, except textbooks
and encyclopedias, are
wanted.
Many thanks from us all.

WITH FIRE IN HER HEART:
The Edith Cowan Story
World premiere of play: Friday 29 January 2021
At the Fringe Festival
Venue: Old Perth Girls school
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Booked in for a Xmas cuppa
A happy audience of readers assembled on Wednesday
2 December to find a sweet treat on each seat and a
number of interesting new books on offer. MC Patrick
Cornish wore his Santa cap with aplomb and presided
over an entertaining morning.
First author to speak was Brian Simmonds whose book
The Beach (Fremantle Press, 2020) was released for the
Christmas market. It is a colourful and attractive series
of pastel and pencil drawings of beach scenes from up
and down the west coast, accompanied by excerpts of
poetry and prose from Australian writers.
Brian described the beach as
an important part of the
psyche of almost all
Australians and remembered
his own love of Scarborough
beach where he grew up and
surfed. He declared himself
not a man of words but of
pictures and amazingly
proceeded to sketch a brown
dog standing on the shore
worried about its owner who
is in the surf happily
swimming. What a delight it
The Beach book cover
was to watch the dog emerge
from a most skillful use of crayons! The resulting
sketch was successfully auctioned at the close of the
event. Our thanks to Brian for his generosity both in
demonstrating his art and welcoming the auction.

Elaine Forrestal with photograph of Clara Saunders

mass of green budgerigars coming in to drink at a
desert waterhole, one of the artist’s paintings from a
2018 field trip.

Nikulinsky Naturally book cover

Philippa Nikulinsky

‘I am an artist not a botanist nor a scientist’, Philippa
has written. The book showcases her skills as a
botanical artist, the precision and accuracy of each
drawing matched with an eye to the visual beauty of
the fall of foliage and flower (with the occasional
animal – mostly birds). The second half of the book is
a gallery of exquisite images. The first part of the book
contains a biography of the author’s artistic life
together with two analytical essays by experts who
explain the importance of Philippa’s art.

Brian Simmonds with his sketch

Goldfields Girl book cover

Our second author was
Elaine Forrestal who
introduced her book of
historical fiction, Goldfields
Girl (Fremantle Press,
2020). It is based on the
story of 14-year-old Clara
Saunders who journeyed to
the newly established gold
rush town Coolgardie in
1892 to start hotel work and
begin an independent life.
Elaine talked about that life
and the research she
undertook to be able to turn
Clara’s historical story into
appealing fiction.

Eco Rangers books

Sue Clarke

Our final speaker on the day was Sue Clarke who
introduced a number of enticing children’s books for
young readers of various ages. Wonderful storybooks,
many of them rich in vivid illustrations, make it easy to
imagine the joy of plunging as a child into these
created worlds. Most of the books focus on Australian
animals and environments, and build stories around
them. What exciting presents to receive!
We thank all our speakers and authors who sat signing
books as many copies were purchased. Altogether a
wonderful event to usher in Christmas and the holiday
season!
If any of these books appeal to you, do contact the
Office on 9386 3841 and order a copy.

Philippa Nikulinsky then spoke about her book
Nikulinsky Naturally: An artist’s life (Fremantle Press,
2019). A visually stunning publication, the cover is a
4
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Community Talk

Fleet, which became the law of this continent, is the
second part of Australia’s epic story.
I now want to turn to the third species of epic story.
There are in fact millions of such stories. The epic
migrations from Auschwitz, Somalia, Italy,
Vietnam, Beirut and Tiananmen Square, and so
many other places.
These are three equally epic parts to our national
story. A Declaration of Australia should have three
verses, but it must be one song. A Declaration will
enable us to thread together these three epic stories
into the one story of our Australian commonwealth:
a declaration to unite the nation.
Susanna’s talk explored the third of Pearson’s ‘epic
stories’ — that of the many people, individuals and
families, who have arrived from all corners of the
globe. Our WA community has been indelibly shaped
by their stories and Susanna showed how collecting
institutions – particularly libraries – have been
collecting and telling these stories since the 1970s.
Oral histories and photographic collections have
recorded the lives of these communities —Yugoslavs,
Italians, Greeks, Irish, Jewish, Dutch, and so many
more. Their stories tell of family and community,
support for one another, hard work, struggle, and a
drive for education and betterment. Susanna stressed
that this collecting needs to continue as new groups of
migrants arrive to make Australia home.
Many thanks to Jennie Carter, who chaired on this
occasion, and to all those volunteers who have been
part of this Community Talks series in 2020.
References

Migrant Stories

The last of these popular morning talks for 2020 was
held on Friday 27 November when Dr Susanna
Iuliano, Senior Librarian Local History, at the City of
Vincent, spoke on ‘Migrant Voices – representing
diversity in West Australian collections’.
Susanna noted that Noel Pearson, the highly regarded
Aboriginal leader from Cape York, has suggested that
Australia’s history stands on three legs. Here is what
Pearson said in part in 2017:
What is Australia? Who are the Australians? These
are questions we have never properly answered as
an Australian people. That there is an Australian
people, there is no question. That this continent and
its islands are our land, there is no question. And
when I say ours, I mean all of us.
Australians have an epic story. It is one of the great
epic stories of this planet. We will recognise the
scale of our story when we recognise each other.
The first part of this story is the epic trek out of Africa.
Latest research pushes back the date of Aboriginal
presence in Australia beyond 60,000 years.
There is a second epic story of Australia: the voyage
of the Endeavour. Australians should know the epic
nature of James Cook’s voyage to the east coast of
Australia in 1770… It was the equivalent of manned
space travel to the outer solar system. He limped
into the country of my forefathers after running
aground on coral at the reef now called Endeavour,
into the harbour of a place we call Waymburr… No
epic is pure happiness and light. Cook’s voyage
ultimately meant devastation and dispossession for
the First Peoples. But it was still an epic voyage.
Epics are about tragedy and heroism, cowardice and
courage, the worst and best of humanity. The arrival
of British institutions on the shoulders of the First

Susanna Iuliano, Vite Italiane: Italian Lives in Western
Australia (2010); Fremantle's Italians: a glimpse into the
past (2011); Salvatore Paino: a difficult life (2012);
Blessing of the Fleet: A History of Fremantle’s Festa (2018).

Commemorative medallion
for the opening of the Casa
D’Italia, 1937; inscribed
with the words – ‘I changed
my sky but not my spirit’.
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Spotlight on members’ research

In the late 1990s I spent several weeks reading Bates’
notes and other field material gathered in and around
Eucla, on the South Australia-Western Australia
border, before World War I. I used some of this
material in chapters dealing with the Mirning and
Ngadju peoples in my 2002 book Black and white and
in between: Arthur Dimer and the Nullarbor. The
material was held at the Barr Smith library in the
University of Adelaide; it has since mostly been copied
and can be seen at the State Library WA in Perth.

Daisy Bates, pioneer anthropologist

To 21st century Australians the name Daisy Bates, if
they know it at all, is probably only vaguely familiar.
Others born earlier will mostly remember her slightly
better, as an eccentric white woman who lived among
the Aborigines of desert regions of Australia, and who
wrote about them for newspapers and in books that are
now generally forgotten except by some anthropologists
and others who research native title claims.
What she was in fact was a largely untrained but still
extremely competent pioneer anthropologist, who lived
generally without government support and who used
her journalistic skills to support herself and many of the
Aboriginal people who were her life’s main interest.

I did not find anything in this material to justify the
description of Bates as either an amateur or a liar, as
far as her ethnological work was concerned. She was
far more dedicated than the average ‘amateur’.
Consider the years she spent researching and writing
about Aboriginal people. Bates died in Adelaide in
1951; from 1899 until the Second World War she had
spent most of her life living and working among
Aboriginal people, first in the Kimberley, then the
Pilbara and the southwest of Western Australia. Most
importantly in humanitarian terms she exposed and
tried to put an end to the horrible conditions among
Aboriginal people with sexually transmitted diseases,
who were imprisoned and used for medical
experiments on Dorre and Bernier Islands, off
Carnarvon. She went to Eucla in 1912 as mentioned
and stayed there off and on until the end of World War
I, when she made her way to Ooldea, on the Trans
Australian railway line, where she stayed until the
water there ran out in 1936.
How many people have seen fit to plagiarise her work?
The first was A R Radcliffe-Brown, the founding
professor of anthropology at the University of Sydney,
who worked with Bates in the north of WA early in the
20th century. Possibly partly on the basis of her lack of
university training, she fell out with him, and the
situation was worsened when he ridiculed her and her
methodology; he likened her mind to a ‘well-stocked
but very untidy sewing-basket’. She had her revenge in
1914 when she was invited to attend a meeting of the
anthropological section of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science in Melbourne. To attend,
she arranged a crossing of 250 miles (400 km) over the
southern Nullarbor Plain in a small cart pulled by
camels. Radcliffe-Brown spoke first, after which Bates
was invited to respond. But she declined, saying that
Radcliffe-Brown had already used all her research
material and that there was nothing to add.

Daisy Bates as a young woman with Joobaitch, a Noongar man,
at Maamba Reserve, in the Welshpool area. P2020.1

She last attracted widespread attention in the 1990s,
when some Australian journalists, anthropologists and
others joined in criticising her primarily on what she
said in her journalism about alleged cannibalism
among Aboriginal people. Few if any recognised that
there were two aspects to this – the first being that,
although it was not then and still largely isn’t
politically correct to say such things, there is evidence
to support some of her cannibalism claims. The second
point is that, as a journalist, she was well aware that
stories about cannibalism are perennially popular, and
so she wrote them accordingly for popular newspapers.
In so doing she may have exaggerated, but from my
own research she was sometimes correct.
Daisy Bates, born Daisy Dwyer in 1863 to an
impoverished Roman Catholic family in County
Tipperary, Ireland, always claimed in Australia – where
she emigrated as a young woman to work as a
governess on an outback station in Queensland – that
she was from the Protestant Ascendancy class in
Ireland, and not the daughter of the town drunk which
in fact she was. She was certainly a snob and a liar in
this respect, but affecting an upper-class accent and
Ascendancy background created opportunities for her in
Australia that would never have happened had she
admitted who she really was. She stayed, for example,
at the Queen Adelaide Club in South Australia; if any
other working class Irish Catholic woman has ever done
so, that is news to me as a native South Australian. The
accusation of ‘inveterate liar’ often made of Bates is
thus, in my view, unfair. She told lies, to be sure, but
mostly about herself and her background.

Isobel White (1912-1997), an economist and
anthropologist, conducted anthropological fieldwork
during the 1970s at Yalata Lutheran Mission, east of
Eucla on the edge of the South Australian side of the
Nullarbor Plain, where Bates had worked in 1915 on
returning to the district. White also undertook the major
task of sorting and editing the massive collection of
notes collected by Bates while researching a proposed
book in the early 20th century. This White did with
meticulous historical and anthropological research, and
the book was published in 1988 as Daisy Bates, The
Native Tribes of Western Australia, ed. Isobel White. It
is essential background reading for anyone serious
about native title research for the areas including Eucla,
where Bates lived and worked among Aboriginal
people for much of the first half of the 20th century.
Dr Peter Gifford
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Book Review

editions of the Northam
Advertiser. In it Lyon wrote that
‘The first waggon that was seen in
Northam was built at Spring Hill
farm to the order of the late Mr T
Meade, and, my old friend Mr J
Beazley, senr, helped to build it.
That was in 1861.’
As a genealogist I was
disappointed in the lack of a
skeletal family tree; not all
descendants are famous like the
Governor Kim Beazley. Overall I enjoyed the read.

Rod Quin, The life and times of John Beazley
1840-1912: a Western Australian Story, RQA
Publishing, Perth, 2020. In Library.
Reviewer: Bevan Carter
John Beazley’s children
believed he came to Western
Australia in 1851 as a young
lad with his parents, because
that fact is recorded in the
Northam Advertiser in his
obituary, which Quin quotes
in a brief introduction. The
author comments that ‘the
truth is far more interesting’;
and it was.
John Beazley grew up with
an Irish father and London
mother in Lisson Grove, a
poverty-stricken suburb of
London so well described by
Dickens. His first brush with the law came as a
teenager when he was incarcerated in Coldbath Fields
prison for two months as a ‘rogue and vagabond’. In
May 1857, aged seventeen, he was stopped on the
street where he lived by a constable who wished to
know the contents of the bundle under his arm. The
constable suspected the goods were stolen and arrested
him. He was subsequently sentenced at Winchester
[Magistrates] Court to four years’ penal servitude,
which he spent first at Millbank and then Chatham,
where he boarded the Sultana on 16 May 1859 two
years after conviction to complete his sentence in WA.
The Sultana arrived in Fremantle on 19 August 1859
with 224 convicted criminals, 151 of whom had been
sentenced to less than seven year’ penal servitude, 125
with only a four-year sentence. And this after the 1857
Transportation Act decreed that no person would be
sentenced to transportation. While the prison registers
after 1857 no longer recorded ‘seven yrs
transportation’, or ‘transportation for life’, the illegal
practice of transportation continued until 1867.
The voyage to Australia is well described by Surgeon
Superintendent, Henry Richardson in A pleasant
passage, and Quin makes good use of this source in his
text. In Perth as a ticket-of-leave man, Beazley worked
mostly as a carpenter, and had a number of run-ins
with the law for being drunk and disorderly. Northam
had a large convict population and this probably
prompted his decision in 1863 to move there, although
there are records that suggest he went earlier. His
addiction to alcohol did not cease and he spent another
few spells in prison, both before and after marriage.
The author tells of Beazley’s involvement with the
Northam temperance movement, the Mechanics
Institute and the Rechabite Lodge. He wrote the
occasional letter to the paper and was involved in local
politics. The author does not stray far from the written
record either in writing Beazley’s life or the background
history of Northam. The work is well referenced.
I would like to have been told more of Beazley’s life in
Northam. The claim that one third of landholders were
convicts is unsourced, but is almost certain to be true,
and no mention is made of Beazley’s own land — his
address on Merivale Street appears in advertisements.
The only other ex-convict to be mentioned is Thomas
Wilding. Yet other former criminals were movers and
shakers in Northam’s early days, and are named by
Quin but not as convicts. One of the most prominent,
William Lyon (William White 2627), wrote his
Recollections of Northam of 55 years ago in 1910, two
years before Beazley’s death, in a spread over two

Bob Reece, Early New Norcia: the 1867
photographs of WW Thwaites, The Archives
Committee, Benedictine Community of New
Norcia, 2019. In Library & Bookshop $55.
Reviewer: Jennie Carter
Lucidly written and
elegantly designed,
this slim volume
showcases some of
the most important
19th century images
of Aboriginal people
in Western Australia.
Written by Bob
Reece, one of WA’s
finest historians,
Reece’s book is the first in a planned series of
publications by the Benedictine Community on the
history and role of the New Norcia Mission.
The book falls into two roughly equal sections. The
first is an outline history of New Norcia with a
biography of Thwaites and the methods he used to
produce his photographs. The second part features 39
images, each on a single page, with captions and
annotations provided by Prior Venancio Garrido in
1867. Bob Reece has added details of the people
depicted which brings a richer dimension to the human
stories behind the photographs.
Walter William Thwaites (1814-1888) moved to Perth
from Adelaide to set up a photography studio in
partnership with his two sons. With not enough work to
sustain a business in Perth, Thwaites roamed country areas
photographing the families of ‘prominent settlers’ and
their houses. The most popular of his works were carte de
visite portraits (3½ by 2½ inches or approximately 9cm by
6.3cm prints) which were often used as postcards. He
travelled in a horse-drawn cart containing his photographic
equipment, developing chemicals, and a pull-up backdrop
housed in a metal cylinder.
Thwaites came by chance to New Norcia on 23 August
1867 and left on 3 October after taking his series of
carefully staged photographs and developing them on
site. Most of the images are of couples or groups of
Aboriginal people in western clothes, often with the
tools of their trade, and several show monks with them.
Two images are of adults wearing kangaroo skin
cloaks, the men standing tall with their spears. The
people gaze directly at the camera, generally with the
serious expression common to photographs of the era
which required sitters to keep still long enough for an
exposure to be completed.
Apart from two of the church’s interior, the
photographs were taken outside, although in some of
them paintings and furniture have been placed in front
of the backdrop to suggest an indoor scene. These
photographs, as well as those taken by Fr Santos
Salvado between 1869 and 1879, form a unique
collection of 92 glass negatives which are cared for in
climate-controlled conditions in the State Library of
7
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WA under a 1983 agreement with the Benedictine
Community of New Norcia.
Although clearly sympathetic to the dedicated Spanish
monks who created New Norcia in a spot on the fertile
Victoria Plains, Reece deftly outlines the effects of
mission life on the Yued (Yuat) people. The
photographs were designed to give the impression of a
thriving community, successfully leading its
Aboriginal inhabitants from ‘savagery’ to civilisation,
but by the time these photographs were taken, only
around 40 Indigenous individuals, most of them
children, remained at the mission. Diseases such as
measles and smallpox had disproportionally ravaged
the Yued families of New Norcia and the monks were
actively trying to recruit Aboriginal people from
outside the district.
Understanding and accommodating Indigenous
strictures surrounding the reproduction of images of
deceased forebears is crucial and the book contains a
warning about the depiction of ‘people who have
passed away’. Reece also emphasises the key
importance of early images in helping Aboriginal
people in WA, who have been affected by previous
government child-removal policies, to find and
reconstruct their own family histories. Many depend
on the meticulous archives of the New Norcia
Benedictine community to help in this search. In
Reece’s words, Thwaites’ photographs ‘represent longlost kin to be recognised and treasured by descendants
who can see their history being returned to them. At
the same time, like all the best portraits, they speak to
our common humanity’. Early New Norcia is a
valuable addition to the growing body of work on
Indigenous history and deserves a wide readership.

Robert Couzens, The Gallops: Gallops Gardens
and Gallop House 1845-1911. The Gardens after
Gallops, The Author, North Beach, 2018.
In Library.
Reviewer: Pamela Statham Drew
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Painting by D.L.Cummings & published in the
Western Mail 29 February 1940

This little book (63 pp) gives an overview of the
Gallop family in Western Australia up to and including
one of its favourite sons, former Premier Geoff Gallop.
Couzens looks at all the buildings that have been
erected on the foreshore site and concludes that the
present Gallop House dates from c1886, was probably
built by convict labour and was a wedding present to
the second James Gallop from his parents, the first
James and Elizabeth née Spencer. The second James
married Emily Woods and had nine children,
necessitating a move in 1898 to a larger house, a grand
mansion at 160 High Street, Fremantle. This James
named Dalkeith House, the property running through to
today’s Ellen Street. The gardens surrounding Gallop
House, begun by the Armstrongs, were continued
under the Gallops until part (297 acres) was sold to real
estate agents Redcliffe and Peet for subdivision into
building blocks, presumably of one acre each, for £35.
The remaining property, including the house, was
purchased by the Scaddan government and turned into
‘A’ class foreshore reserves. Mr Van Brooks became
caretaker and tenant, married and raised a family there,
renaming the house Dalkeith Manor. In 1940 Van
Brooks left to take an engineering job and Gallop
House, as it once more became, was left alone and
disintegrating until the Anderson family took up
residence in 1963. The National Trust took it over in
2009 and in 2016 established a Composer-in-Residence
program giving new life to the old house.
If you’re a member who receives this newsletter in
hard copy by post, and you’re happy to receive it by
email, please contact 9386 3841 or
admin@histwest.org.au with your email address, and
save money and trees by receiving it online!

